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ABSTRACT 

One of them alternative for company for get fund or additional capital and investors' 

decisions to invest to company is through capital market. Price stock is the most important 

things for company in obtaining additional capital and investor investment decisions. 

Ratio in measure high low price stock among others is Earning Per 

Share (EPS), Dividend Per Share (DPS), and Return On Equity (ROE) . Threeratio  the 

related directly with profit company and influence high low price shares. 

Research this aim for test the influence of Earning Per Share (EPS), Dividend Per 

Share (DPS), and Return On Equity (ROE) against price stock a property company listed 

on the Indonesia Stock Exchange  for the period 2012-2015. Price take stock in in research 

this that is price stock on moment price closing on end year for year 2012-2015. 

Samples used is 5 companies of 48 companies listed in Indonesia Stock Exchange the 

period 2012- 2015. Research this use method quantitative , descriptive, verificative, and 

is causality with useapproach scientific method (quantitative). Technique taking sample 

on research this use purposive sampling. Statistical analysis used on research this is 

analysis regression multiple. 

Results research this showing that: (1) Earning Per Share (EPS), Dividend Per 

Share (DPS), and Return On Equity (ROE) is simulta (together) have a  significant 

influence to price shares. (2) Earning per Share (EPS) on a Partial have a significant 

influence with value coefficient regression positive to price shares, while Dividend 

Per Share (DPS) and Return on Equity (ROI) ona Partial no have a significantinfluence 

to price shares . 

Theoretical aspects of this research have the ability in explaining the variations 

change profit of 0.2% while the rest 99.8% explained by variables other than the research 

that affects share prices of the listed property company in Bursa The Effect Of Indonesia. 

The practical aspects for investors, investors are advised to use the earning per share as 

one of the basics to help in decision making investment. For company researchers 

suggested to the company, if the company wants to produce a large share price suggested 

to the company when using earning per share, 2,299 < will show profits each shares a 

high influential to price. 
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